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Abstract Prevailing mathematical models of alluvial channel evolution generate smooth, idealized
longitudinal proﬁles. Alluvial channel longitudinal proﬁles in nature, however, have substantial
multiscale spatial and temporal variability. In this paper we quantify the spatial and temporal hydrologic
and geomorphic variability of a 90‐km‐long reach of the San Pedro River (San Pedro River) in southeastern
Arizona and compare that variability to numerical models designed speciﬁcally to honor the spatial and
temporal variability of alluvial channel systems in nature. A key motivation of this work is the power law
frequency size distribution of wet and dry reaches observed in the San Pedro River. We demonstrate that
such a distribution is consistent with self‐afﬁne fractal variations of the depth to bedrock and the channel
longitudinal proﬁle. At large spatial scales, spatial variations in depth to bedrock control the accommodation
space for groundwater, which, in turn, controls spatial variations in surface water discharge. At small
spatial scales, the longitudinal proﬁle controls spatial variations in surface water discharge by changing the
distance between the channel bed and the water table. These results underscore the complex spatiotemporal
behavior of dryland alluvial rivers and the tight coupling that is possible between hydrologic and
geomorphic processes in such systems.
1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction
River and stream ﬂow conditions vary over a continuum of states from ephemeral (persistently dry) to
perennial (persistently wet). The ﬂow regime results from a complicated combination of interactions among
the hydroclimatic regime, the alluvial channel, and the underlying groundwater system (Jaeger et al., 2017).
Intermittent rivers are those in which ﬂow ceases for some period of time at one or multiple points along the
river network. Ephemeral and intermittent reaches occur where channel transmission losses recharge the
underlying groundwater system; these are often referred to as losing reaches (Woessner, 2000). Perennial
reaches are fed by discharge from the underlying groundwater system and are referred to as gaining reaches.
Gaining and losing conditions may occur serially such that perennial reaches are interrupted by ephemeral
and intermittent reaches (Rushton, 2007). Intermittent and ephemeral rivers are typically associated with
dryland river systems because of the highly episodic nature of streamﬂow‐generating events and the
spatially variable groundwater ﬁelds supplying baseﬂow to perennial reaches. However, conservative
estimates suggest that nearly half of the total length of the world's channel networks are intermittent or
ephemeral (Datry et al., 2014). Shifting climate regimes and increasing anthropogenic pressure could
signiﬁcantly increase the already global extent of intermittent and ephemeral conditions (Palmer et al.,
2008). Recent analyses of four active drainage networks in several mountainous headwater basins in
California show that stream networks expand and contract seasonally with varying degrees of hydrologic
connectivity (Godsey & Kirchner, 2014). While climatic and geologic conditions varied across the study sites,
drainage network properties such as ﬂowing stream length and number of connected ﬂowing sources were
all found to be power law functions of discharge, suggesting that intermittency is a generic feature of river
systems. Despite the global existence of intermittency, the longitudinal structure and physical controls that
give rise to spatially and temporally variable ﬂow conditions are not yet well constrained, possibly because
intermittency is observed across all hydroclimatic regimes and geomorphological zones (Jaeger et al., 2017).
We chose the San Pedro River, located in southeastern Arizona, USA, as the focus of study because it is one
of the last remaining free‐ﬂowing perennial streams in the southwestern United States. While the San Pedro
River is considered a perennial stream, perennial ﬂow is not spatially continuous along the entire extent of
the river. Instead, perennial reaches are interrupted serially by both intermittent and ephemeral reaches. As
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such, the San Pedro River has been extensively investigated for understanding of how to preserve the perennial nature of the river and the over 400 species that depend on it. In this paper we show that multiscale
variability in both depth to bedrock (DTB) and depth to water table (DWT) proﬁles along the San Pedro
River control the spatial distribution of wet/dry reaches.
Topography‐groundwater interactions are well understood in the context of unconﬁned hillslope aquifers
(e.g., O'Loughlin, 1981; Tóth, 1963) and in ﬂuvial systems where groundwater ﬂows perpendicular to
streamﬂow (e.g., groundwater ﬂow cross sections). Much less is understood about the longitudinal variations of groundwater along‐stream channels or the controls on the surface ﬂow state (e.g., gaining versus losing) in arid landscapes. For hillslopes and ﬂows between parallel streams, dimensional analysis suggests
high recharge rates and low hydraulic conductivity result in water tables that are diffuse replicas of topography (Haitjema & Mitchell‐Bruker, 2005). In mountainous terrain, steep topography results in steep hydraulic gradients leading to a groundwater table that also may follow topography (Tóth, 1963). On the other
hand, recharge‐controlled water tables typically occur in regions of low relief or where the ratio of recharge
to hydraulic conductivity is low (e.g., arid mountainous regions and arid valleys). In this case, while gaining
and losing stream conditions may be quantiﬁed at some position along the stream channel, the longitudinal
structure of gaining and losing reaches are not described as the analysis pertains to one‐dimensional ﬂow
cross sections.
Many conceptual and mathematical models of alluvial channel longitudinal proﬁles lack the multiscale
variability observed in natural rivers. For example, conservation of mass combined with a slope‐
proportional, transport‐limited model of sediment ﬂux implies a diffusion model for alluvial channel proﬁles
(e.g., Paola, 1992). This model has been successfully applied to quantifying the alluvial channel response to
base‐level changes (e.g., Begin, 1988). Many natural channel proﬁles, however, evolve in response to a large
number of small perturbations in both tectonic activity (which generates relief within channels) and
weather/climate (which controls sediment ﬂux along channels) over a wide range of spatial and temporal
scales. This observation suggests that a model that combines the diffusive‐like behavior of alluvial channel
longitudinal proﬁles with a stochastic forcing term(s) to represent the effects of tectonics and/or
weather/climate could be useful in reproducing the multiscale variability of longitudinal proﬁles in nature.
Many ﬂuvial channel evolution models have employed stochastic forcing (e.g., Dibiase & Whipple, 2011;
Lague et al., 2005; Tucker, 2004; Tucker & Bras, 2000), but in most cases stochasticity has been used to scale
deterministic model parameters in order to capture the effects of runoff variability on long‐term erosion rates
rather than to generate proﬁle morphologies with multiscale variability. In this paper we present a model for
alluvial channel proﬁle evolution by stochastic variations in sediment ﬂux and compare the model output to
data for the San Pedro River (San Pedro River) of southern Arizona (Figure 1). All data analyzed are well
described by power functions that imply self‐afﬁne fractal behavior in space and time of the underlying processes. Two models are then put forth incorporating only rudimentary aspects of ﬂuvial dynamics, and are
also well described by power functions. Our data analysis is speciﬁc to the San Pedro River, but the concepts
and model may be applicable to other semiarid ﬂuvial systems as the concepts and processes we discuss
occur in dryland alluvial systems generally.
1.2. Study Region and Motivating Observations
To motivate the study it is helpful to ﬁrst examine the longitudinal proﬁle of the San Pedro River (Figure 2).
Figure 2a plots the San Pedro River longitudinal proﬁle from the Mexico‐United States border to just beyond
Benson, Arizona. This proﬁle is the elevation of a steepest‐descent pathway extracted from a hydrologically
corrected 1 m/pixel Digital Elevation Model (DEM) constructed from the ground returns of an airborne lidar
data set acquired in June 2004 (Farid et al., 2006). To ﬁrst order, the proﬁle is linear with a slope of 0.0022
m/m. Superimposed on the linear proﬁle is a large‐wavelength (~100 km) zone of slopes that decrease
and then increase with distance downslope, as well as smaller‐scale (~0.1–10 km) variations in elevation
with amplitudes of up to several meters (Figure 2b). The power spectrum, P, of the detrended longitudinal
proﬁle plotted in Figure 2b is best described as a power law function of wave number, ν, with an exponent
of ~ −1.8 (Figure 2c):
PðvÞ∝v−β

(1)
−1.65

−1

km to
This power law relationship is observed over the approximate wave number of range of ~10
101.5 km−1, which are commensurate with the dominant scale of range‐bounding faults (Fletcher &
WILLIAMS ET AL.
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Figure 1. Maps of the study region and data for the occurrence of wet/dry reaches surveyed from 1999 to 2008. (a) Map of the state of Arizona showing the location
of the San Pedro River (San Pedro River). (b) Shaded relief map and (c) map of the course of the San Pedro River taken from Turner and Richter (2011). In (c) the wet
reaches observed from 1999 to 2008 are shown in black and gray. Panel (d) shows the number of wet years as a function of distance along the channel proﬁle.
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Hallet, 1983) and to the hillslope scale, respectively (Perron et al., 2008).
Functions that have power law power spectra as a function of wave number (i.e., equation (1)) or frequency, f (if the series is a time series) are said
to exhibit self‐afﬁne fractal behavior. A signal (or a time series) f(x), is a
self‐afﬁne fractal if rescaling both the independent and dependent variable by the constants b and bHa respectively, yields a statistically equivalent signal. This rescaling is f(x)→bHaf (bx), where Ha is the Hausdorf
dimension. The Hausdorf dimension is theoretically related to the spectral
exponent through the relation β = 2Ha + 1. A signal characterized by a
power law power spectra exponent β is a self‐afﬁne fractal across all length
scales for which equation (1) holds. Series with β ≤ 1 that have a Gaussian
distribution of values are referred to as fractional Gaussian noises (fGn),
while series with β > 1 that have a Gaussian distribution of the increments
between adjacent values are referred to as fractional Brownian motions
(fBm). For further reference on self‐afﬁne fractals, see Malamud and
Turcotte (1999). As the value of β increases in a fGn or fBm, the series
becomes more autocorrelated. Almost all spatial or time series in nature
have some autocorrelation, but self‐afﬁne fractal series are distinguished
by the fact that they have autocorrelation over a wide range of scales with
the strength of the autocorrelation decaying slowly, that is, as a power law
function of the distance or time separating points in the series, rather than
as an exponential or other rapidly decaying function.
Self‐afﬁne fractal behavior in space and/or time has been observed in a
wide range of geologic phenomena, including ﬂuvial topography
(Huang & Turcotte, 1989), porosity/permeability in sedimentary basins
(Neuman, 1990), atmospheric temperatures (Pelletier, 1998), humidity
(Cho et al., 2000), precipitation (Venugopal et al., 1999), river discharges
(Pelletier & Turcotte, 1997), and soil moisture (Pelletier et al., 1997). In
all of these examples there are natural upper and lower limits to self‐afﬁne
fractal behavior; for example, in the ﬂuvial topography case self‐afﬁne
fractal behavior breaks down at the hillslope scale (Perron et al., 2008).
Mathematical models have been proposed to help explain self‐afﬁne behavior in some geologic phenomena (e.g., Pelletier & Turcotte, 1997;
Sornette & Zhang, 1993), but in many instances the reason for self‐afﬁne
fractal behavior remains unclear.
The San Pedro River is considered to be one of many southwestern US ﬂuvial systems that have undergone repeated cycles of arroyo cutting (i.e.,
rapid entrenchment and narrowing followed by widening/aggradation)
in late Holocene time (Hereford & Betancourt, 2009; Waters & Haynes,
2001). The age of the most recent period of arroyo cutting/entrenchment
is not precisely constrained but is generally considered to have occurred
Figure 2. The longitudinal channel morphology of the San Pedro River
in the early part of the twentieth century based on extrapolating the
surface is characterized by (a) the longitudinal elevation proﬁle (z (x)), (b)
increase in ﬂoodplain width over time documented in aerial photographs
the longitudinal proﬁle with mean slope (0.0022 m/m) removed (zd (x)), and
back to a presumed narrow state shortly following entrenchment
(c) the power spectrum (P(ν)) of zd as a function of wave number (ν). The
(Hereford, 1993). Except for a few reaches where bedrock is exposed, the
power spectrum approximately follows a power law function of wave
San Pedro River ﬂows on modern postentrenchment alluvium located
number with an exponent of ~ −1.8.
1–10 m below an extensive series of Holocene terraces associated with earlier aggradation phases of the arroyo cycle (Cook et al., 2009; Onken et al., 2014; Pearthree & Cook, 2015).
The processes controlling the arroyo cycle in the southwestern United States generally and in the San
Pedro River speciﬁcally are not fully understood but are generally thought, based on an analogy with discontinuous ephemeral streams, to involve feedbacks among channel width, slope, and aggradation in which
aggradation facilitates ﬂoodplain widening, reduced sediment transport, and continued aggradation within
“channel fan” regions of predominantly distributary ﬂow until an oversteepened toe slope develops that is
WILLIAMS ET AL.
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Figure 3. The cumulative frequency size distribution (normalized to 1) of the lengths of (a) wet and (b) dry reaches of the
San Pedro River.

increasingly susceptible to rapid entrenchment and narrowing over time (Bull, 1997; Pelletier & DeLong,
2005). Climate change and overgrazing have been proposed as potentially important reasons triggers that
can modulate the periodicity of the arroyo cycle.
The Nature Conservancy in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management and the Upper San Pedro
Partnership has mapped the presence/absence of surface water ﬂow along ~900 10‐m‐long sections
(~90 km total) of the San Pedro River during the historically driest month (June) for over 10 years (Figure 1c).
Figure 1d plots the frequency of wet years as a function of the distance along the channel. The channel is
wettest in an ~30‐km reach in the middle portion of the study region (i.e., “The Narrows”) where the aquifer
shallows and bedrock associated with the greater Tombstone Hills is exposed in the San Pedro River. The
San Pedro River has the lowest frequency of observed wet years downstream of the Narrows and is intermediate in the frequency of wet years upstream from the Narrows. Approximately 32% of the total length of the
study site exhibited year‐round ﬂow (Turner & Richter, 2011) over the sampled years.
The cumulative frequency size distribution of wet and dry reach length (l) are determined for each year from
1999–2008 (Figures 3a and 3b). These plots are constructed by ranking the lengths of wet and dry reaches
from largest to smallest and plotting the rank divided by the total number of wet or dry reaches as a function
of length. The data are consistent with a power law:
f ð>lÞ∝l−m

(2)

with m = 0.77 ± 0.11. To better understand the signiﬁcance of power law behavior in cumulative frequency
size distributions, it is helpful to consider an analogy with the frequency size statistics of earthquakes. The
Gutenberg‐Richter Law states that the number of earthquakes larger than a given seismic moment decreases
as a power law function of moment with an exponent of ~ −0.7 (Gutenberg & Richter, 1956). Power laws are
“heavy‐tailed” functions in which the probability of a very large event, that is, one that is orders‐of‐
magnitude larger than the size of typical events, is relatively likely compared to an exponential or other
“thin‐tailed” distribution in which the probability of large events falls off relatively rapidly with increasing
size. Power law frequency size distributions are common in geologic phenomena, including ﬂood discharges
(Malamud & Turcotte, 2006), landslide areas (Pelletier et al., 1997), and wildﬁre areas (Malamud et al., 1998)
in addition to earthquakes.
At the largest spatial scales along the San Pedro River (i.e., >10 km), the dominant control on the distribution of wet/dry reaches is “bottom up” (Figure 4a). Along‐valley variations in DTB change the accommodation space for groundwater, forcing groundwater closer to or farther from the surface depending on whether
the accommodation space is decreasing or increasing down‐valley. Where the aquifer thins down‐valley in
this conceptual model, groundwater is transported toward the surface, promoting relatively wet surface conditions. Conversely, where the aquifer thickens down‐valley, groundwater is transported away from the
WILLIAMS ET AL.
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surface, promoting relatively dry surface conditions. At smaller spatial
scales the dominant control on the distribution of wet/dry reaches in
the San Pedro River is “top down” (Figure 4b); that is, groundwater is closer to the surface along more incised reaches of the San Pedro River. A
lower DWT promotes wetter conditions, all else being equal.
1.3. Organization of Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the methods and analysis of the relationships between hydrologic, geologic, and
geomorphic variables that substantiate the bottom‐up (Figure 4a) and
top‐down (Figure 4b) conceptual models in section 2. In section 3, we present two numerical implementations of these conceptual models. Model
results are presented in section 4, which shows that the conceptual basis
for the models are also physically plausible and in agreement with the
data analysis of section 2. Discussion of the results and broader implications are described in section 5. Additional supporting ﬁgures and data
are located in the supporting information.

2. Analysis of Data

Figure 4. Schematic diagrams illustrating the conceptual models for
(a) “bottom‐up” and (b) “top‐down” controls on depths to the water table.
(a) At the largest spatial scales (i.e., >10 km), the dominant control on the
distribution of wet/dry reaches is “bottom up”, that is, along‐valley variations in depth to bedrock change the accommodation space for water in the
aquifer, forcing groundwater ﬂow closer to the surface (promoting wet
conditions) where the aquifer thins down‐valley. Conversely, where the
aquifer thickens down‐valley, groundwater is diverted away from the surface, thereby promoting dry conditions. (b) At smaller spatial scales, the
control of the distribution of wet/dry reaches in the San Pedro River is partly
“top down”; that is, more incised reaches place groundwater closer to the
surface, thereby promoting wetter conditions, all else being equal.

In this section we present analysis of several available data sets for the
San Pedro River and show how the data corroborate key assumptions
of the conceptual models illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b. First, we discuss the methods and analysis for the statistical distribution of wet and
dry reach lengths presented in section 2.1. It is then shown that downstream variations in frequency of wetness and DWT are anticorrelated.
Analysis corroborating the bottom‐up conceptual model is presented by
comparing bedrock depth and water table depth. Then a similar analysis
follows for the top‐down model where we demonstrate a correlation
between longitudinal channel slope and surface wetness along the San
Pedro River. In the last section, we present analysis of temporal variations in alluvial channel bed elevation from alluvial streams located
throughout the southwestern United States. The bed elevation data will
be referenced later when we present analysis of our numerical model of
the top down control.

2.1. Cumulative Frequency Size Distribution of Wet and Dry Reach Lengths
The ensemble average of the power law exponent (α) for all wet and dry reach length data is m = 0.77 ± 0.11.
The ensemble average of α for wet reaches only is 0.75 ± 0.09 and for dry reaches only is 0.78 ± 0.11
(Figure 3). Parameter estimates were computed based on minimization of the Kolmogorov‐Smirnov distance
(Alstott et al., 2014). The validity of the power law ﬁt was assessed by comparing the power law with alternative heavy‐tailed distributions using the maximum likelihood ratio test (Clauset et al., 2009). Parameter
estimates and test results are presented in Table 1, and individual wet and dry distributions are presented
in the supporting information (Figures S1 and S2).
The power law ﬁt was compared to the exponential, stretched‐exponential, lognormal, and cutoff power law
distributions (Table 1). Test results provide limited statistical support for the power law ﬁt, meaning that
while a power law ﬁt is consistent with the data, three of the four alternative heavy‐tailed distributions tested
could not be conclusively ruled out. For comparison between the power law and exponential distribution,
the power law was preferred (R > 0 and p < 0.1) for 16 of the 20 tests, while the remaining tests were inconclusive (p > 0.1). For comparisons to the stretched exponential and lognormal distributions, all tests were
inconclusive. For comparisons to the cutoff power law distribution, the cutoff power law was preferred over
the power law for two tests (R < 0 and p < 0.1) and inconclusive for the remaining tests. An inconclusive
result for many of the tests is due to the small distribution sample size, where the average number of observations of wet or dry reach lengths at any given year was approximately 100. In practice, it is difﬁcult to
WILLIAMS ET AL.
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Table 1
The Estimated Power Law Parameters and Power Law Hypothesis Test Results for Wet and Dry Length Frequency Size Distributions Are Presented

Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry
wet
dry

α

αerror

D

xmin
(m)

0.71
0.99
0.78
0.57
0.48
0.76
0.74
1.07
0.87
0.83
0.80
0.82
0.86
0.75
0.58
0.58
0.53
0.94
1.11
0.55

0.08
0.11
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.13
0.07
0.22
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.14
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.17
0.27
0.07

0.08
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.11
0.1
0.07
0.08
0.05
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.08
0.11
0.08
0.10

40
40
40
20
20
50
30
290
40
40
30
140
30
70
20
20
20
170
40
20

Exponential

Stretched exp.

Lognormal

Power law + cutoff

R

p

R

p

R

p

R

p

3.19
2.63
2.4
3.24
2.92
2.48
2.66
1.37
3.21
1.60
3.7
1.72
2.14
1.97
3.17
2.39
3.13
1.5
1.62
2.69

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.17
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.09
0.03
0.05
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.13
0.12
0.01

0.43
0.97
−0.08
−1.27
−0.85
−0.11
−0.27
0.70
1.41
0.85
1.38
0.55
0.01
0.42
−0.73
0.95
−0.85
0.21
0.18
0.28

0.67
0.33
0.94
0.20
0.40
0.92
0.79
0.49
0.16
0.40
0.17
0.58
0.99
0.67
0.47
0.35
0.4
0.83
0.86
0.78

−0.09
−1.18
−0.37
−1.21
−0.82
−0.29
−0.48
−0.06
−1.1
−0.03
0.14
0.02
−0.31
0.07
−0.75
−0.13
−0.81
−0.92
−0.03
0.05

0.93
0.24
0.71
0.23
0.41
0.77
0.63
0.95
0.27
0.97
0.89
0.98
0.76
0.95
0.46
0.9
0.42
0.36
0.97
0.96

−0.98
−0.37
−0.76
−1.89
−1.36
−0.81
−0.98
0.05
−0.53
−0.23
−0.67
0.25
−0.67
−0.55
−1.41
−1.22
−1.50
−0.01
−0.37
0.45

0.24
0.80
0.4
0.01
0.08
0.37
0.20
0.92
0.68
0.42
0.57
0.64
0.36
0.28
0.07
0.16
0.04
0.98
0.72
0.37

Note. The power law exponent (α) and the associated error (αerror) are displayed for individual wet and dry reach length distributions for each year from 1999 to
2008. Parameter estimates are based on minimization of the Kolmogorov‐Smirnov distance statistic (D). The minimal starting value from which the power law ﬁt
may apply is xmin. The validity of the power law ﬁt was compared to several alternative heavy‐tailed distributions via the log‐likelihood ratio (R) test. The p value
listed of each test is listed alongside R and indicates if the sign of R is statistically signiﬁcant. The power law ﬁt is preferred to the candidate distribution if R > 0
and the sign of R is statistically signiﬁcant if p < 0.1.

distinguish power laws from lognormal distributions and stretched‐exponential distributions unless the
sample sizes are exceptionally large (Malevergne et al., 2005; Clauset et al., 2009).
2.2. Anticorrelation Between the Frequency of Wet Years and the DWT
The conceptual model illustrated in Figure 4 rests on the assumption that the spatial distribution of wet/dry
reaches is anticorrelated with water table depth, that is, that wetter surface conditions tend to occur in locations where the water table is shallow. To test this assumption for the San Pedro River, we ﬁrst constructed a
gridded map of water table depth using every available groundwater well from the U.S. Geological Survey's
National Water Information System (U.S. Geological Survey, 2018) within the study region. For wells in
which more than one groundwater depth was measured, depths were averaged over the period of record
for that well. The resulting data set of well positions and time‐averaged water table depth was then interpolated using Inverse‐Distance‐Weighting to obtain a gridded estimate of water table depth in the San Pedro
River. The water table depth along the channel longitudinal proﬁle was then extracted from this grid by traversing pixel‐by‐pixel along the same steepest‐descent pathway used to extract the longitudinal proﬁle from
the DEM. A moving average ﬁlter with a length scale of 3 km was then applied to both series in order to
honor the fact that spatial variations in water table depth at scales less than the typical spacing between wells
(i.e., ~3 km) cannot be resolved. We then performed a Pearson correlation analysis between the water table
depth proﬁle and the number of wet years, resulting in a correlation coefﬁcient r and a p value quantifying
the likelihood of the null hypothesis that water table depth and wetness are unrelated.
Water table depth and the number of wet years from 1999–2008 are presented in Figure 5. There is a significant anticorrelation (r = −0.44, p = 4 × 10−5) for the southernmost 60 km of the study region. That anticorrelation breaks down within the Benson subregion where groundwater withdrawal for irrigation has
historically been active (Cordova et al., 2013). Despite limitations in the data, especially the limited number
of groundwater wells available to map DWT, this analysis corroborates a key assumption of the conceptual
model illustrated in Figure 4 for most of the study region, that is, that a shallower water table tends to promote wet surface conditions.
WILLIAMS ET AL.
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2.3. “Bottom‐up” Control
The conceptual model for a “bottom‐up” control (Figure 4a) on surface
wetness (and ultimately gaining and losing stream conditions) is based
on the idea that surface wetness is inﬂuenced by variations in the subsurface ﬂow accommodation space that force the groundwater table up
toward, or down and away, from the channel surface. At large spatial
scales, longitudinal variations in ﬂow accommodation space are commensurate with longitudinal gradients in bedrock depth. To test
whether this hypothesis is substantiated by data, we began with a grid
of DTB for the study region extracted from Richard et al. (2007). The
DTB along the channel longitudinal proﬁle was then extracted by traversing the grid along the same pathway used to extract the longitudinal
proﬁle from the DEM and the DWT grid. We then computed the gradient of DTB along the proﬁle to test the conceptual model that along‐
valley gradients in DTB drive groundwater closer to, or farther from,
the surface.
Longitudinal proﬁles of the bedrock depth and bedrock depth gradient
along the San Pedro River are shown together in Figure 6a. The bedrock
depth is large, that is, ~1 km, upstream and in the vicinity of Hereford.
The bedrock depth is lower near Charleston and in the 30‐km section
between Charleston and Benson, then increases again downstream of
Benson. Note that the gridded bedrock depth data do not resolve depth
values less than 400 ft (121 m); hence, we have only maximum bedrock
depth values for regions located approximately between Charleston and
Benson. The number of wet years and the gradient of bedrock depth are
shown to covary along the San Pedro River (Figure 6b). As in Figure 5, a
moving‐average ﬁlter has been applied to both series to focus the analysis
on scales >10 km.
Figure 5. Surface wetness along the San Pedro River occurs where the water
table intersects the channel bottom. This ﬁgure demonstrates the anticorrelation between the depth to the water table and the number of wet years at
large spatial scales. Downstream follows increasing values of x as in
Figure 2a. (a) The number of wet years, including both raw data and the data
with a 10‐km moving‐average ﬁlter applied. (b) Depth to the water table,
smoothed water table depth (smoothed using the same moving average ﬁlter
as in (a)) and the smoothed number of wet years.

Based on this pattern of DTB data, together with the conceptual model
illustrated in Figure 4a, we would expect that groundwater ﬂowing longitudinally along the valley between the Mexico‐USA border and Hereford
to rise toward the surface in two pulses near kilometers 20 and 35. That is
the pattern observed in the number of wet years (Figure 6b). Similarly,
we would expect the number of wet years to decrease downstream of
Benson as the accommodation space for groundwater increases. That pattern is also observed. A strong anticorrelation exists between the gradient of DTB and the number of wet
years (r = −0.76, p < 10−6).

2.4. “Top‐Down” Control
The hypothesis that wet conditions are favored along relatively more incised reaches where the slope tends
to be lower than average is conceptualized by Figure 4b. To test this conceptual model against data, we computed the correlation between the number of wet years and the channel gradient. We applied a moving average ﬁlter with a scale of 3 km to both series prior to performing a Pearson correlation analysis. Without such
ﬁltering, the channel slope computed at the highest resolution of the DEM is controlled by small‐scale variations that in some cases may be dominated by errors in the lidar data set. Also, we focused our correlation
test on the reach of the San Pedro River between Hereford and Charleston (i.e., distances of 15–35 km from
the upstream end of the study region) to avoid portions of the proﬁle that are continuously wet or nearly continuously dry. Large‐scale, bottom‐up controls on water table depth dominate in portions of the San Pedro
River than are nearly wet or nearly dry over large distances. At these locations, because the number of
wet years do not vary spatially, the channel gradient and number of wet years are clearly not correlated.
In order to test for evidence of the top‐down control, it is therefore necessary to focus on reaches of
intermediate wetness.
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Figure 7 plots the channel slope and the number of wet years for the portion of the San Pedro River between x = 15 and 35 km. Increases in channel slope are associated with decreases in the number of wet years at x ≈
17, 24, 27, and 32 km. Over the length from x = 15 to 35 km, a Pearson correlation analysis indicates the null hypothesis that the two variables that
are unrelated can be rejected with a high probability (r = 0.24, p < 10−6).
The correlation coefﬁcient is not as strong as that for bottom‐up control,
suggesting that top‐down control is not as strong an inﬂuence on the
surface hydrologic state of the San Pedro River.
2.5. Self‐Afﬁne Temporal Variations in Channel Elevation
A numerical model for demonstrating alluvial channel longitudinal proﬁles described later (section 3.3), generates temporal variations in channel
bed elevation that are self‐afﬁne. In order to test this prediction against
data, we compiled and analyzed time series for the so‐called adjustment
parameter for all 88 gaging stations for which channel adjustment data
are available. These stations are located throughout Arizona, California,
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming (U.S. Geological Survey,
2016). The U.S. Geological Survey uses adjustment parameters (units of
length) to adjust stage data for the average aggradation/incision of the
wetted perimeter. As such, adjustment parameters record changes in the
channel bed elevation, averaged across the channel cross section, as a
function of time (Juracek and Fitzpatrick, 2009).

Figure 6. Gridded depth to bedrock and the smoothed gradient of depth to
bed rock are shown in (a). The smoothed number of wet years and the
smoothed gradient of depth to bedrock are shown in (b), where there is a
strong anticorrelation in the gradient of depth to bedrock, and the number of
wet years is consistent with the bottom‐up conceptual model in Figure 4a.

To obtain spectra of bed elevation through time, each time series of the
adjustment parameter is ﬁrst resampled to an evenly spaced time interval. Time series were integrated to obtain channel elevation as a function
of time from which the power spectrum of bed elevation for each station
was then estimated. Individual estimates were averaged together for each
frequency across all gages to obtain an average power spectrum of temporal variations in the bed elevation of dryland alluvial channels. The
average power spectrum for the channel adjustment factor at 88 U.S.
Geological Survey stream gaging stations is found to be proportional to
f −1.5 (Figure 8). This implies that fractal self‐afﬁne temporal variations
in bed elevation are likely a general characteristic of southwest
alluvial channels.

3. Modeling

Figure 7. The number of wet years and channel slope along the San Pedro
River are shown together. Both series have been smoothed (a moving‐
average ﬁlter has been applied) over a length scale of 3 km. This plot
demonstrates an anticorrelation between channel slope and the number of
wet years consistent with the top‐down conceptual model in Figure 4b.
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The models presented here complements existing studies that emphasize
the spatiotemporal complexity of alluvial rivers, including several studies
that have emphasized their fractal or multifractal properties. For example, Sapozhnikov and Foufoula‐Georgiou (1997) emphasized the fractal
aspects of the planform morphology of braided rivers. The cellular automaton model presented here shares basic attributes (e.g., slope‐
dependent transport, stochastic entrainment) with the model that
Murray and Paola (1994) proposed for braided rivers. The stochastic sediment transport model we present is a discrete version of a class of stochastic Langevin models that have been used successfully to capture
aspects of the episodicity of sediment transport in alluvial channels
(e.g., Fan et al., 2016).
3.1. Fractional Brownian Motion Domains of Exceedance
One way that a power law frequency size distribution can occur is in association with the extreme values of a fBm. Figure 9a illustrates this concept
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using a fBm with β = 1.8. The domains where the fBm exceeds a threshold
value (e.g., 1.5 is used as an example in Figure 9a) take on a wide range of
lengths. The cumulative frequency size distribution of these domains is a
power law. For example, Figure 9b plots ﬁve samples of fBm with β = 1.8.
These examples have been constructed by Fourier‐ﬁltering a Gaussian
white noise and rescaling the result so that the series have a mean of
zero and standard deviation of 1. Figure 9c plots the cumulative
frequency size distribution of the domains of 100 fBm in which a
prescribed threshold is exceeded. Two frequency size distributions are
plotted: one corresponding to a threshold value of 2 and another with a
threshold value of 2.5. The cumulative frequency size distribution
follows equation (2) with m = 0.8 for both threshold values.
If wet reaches of the San Pedro River represent domains where the longitudinal proﬁle has excursions above or below some threshold value,
Figure 9 demonstrates that it is possible for the cumulative frequency size
distribution of such reaches to be a power law with an exponent similar to
that in Figure 3. Pelletier et al. (1997) applied a similar threshold‐based
concept to understanding the relationship between the frequency size distribution of shallow landslides and self‐afﬁne variations in soil moisture,
which can trigger landslides via elevated pore pressure. Pelletier et al.
(1997) demonstrated that soil moisture data from the Washita experimenFigure 8. The average frequency (f) power spectrum P of bed elevation at a tal watershed was consistent with a fBm with β = 1.8. These authors then
point in space through time for 88 USGS gauging stations. The black line
argued that, for hillslopes of otherwise similar steepness and other condiindicates the best ﬁt line to the power pectrum after a log‐log transformation
of the axes. The region of the power spectrum ﬁt indicates that power scales tions affecting slope stability, domains that were susceptible to landsliding
−1.5
corresponded to areas in which the soil moisture was above a threshold
.
in proportion to f
value. The result was an explicit linkage between the power spectral properties of a primary control on hillslope stability (i.e., soil moisture) and the frequency size statistics
of landslides.
The data analysis results in section 2 demonstrate the plausibility of a bottom‐up and top‐down control on
hydrology. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 we develop numerical models to show that these conceptual models are
physically realistic. Ultimately, these models will be used to demonstrate how spatially self‐afﬁne hydrology
(Figure 3) is linked to spatially self‐afﬁne surface (Figure 2c) and subsurface morphology through analogy
with the threshold exceedance domains of a fBm (Figure 9).
3.2. “Bottom‐up” Control
To demonstrate how along‐valley gradients in DTB can drive spatial variations in the DWT, we modeled the
height of the water table above bedrock, h, using the two‐dimensional Boussinesq model for the water table
in an unconﬁned aquifer bounded below by a bedrock surface zb (e.g., Turcotte & Schubert, 2002):
 

∂h kρg ∂
∂h ∂zb
¼
h
þ
þR
∂t
μϕ ∂x
∂x ∂x

(3)

where t is time, k is the hydrologic conductivity, ρ is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to gravity, k
is the viscosity of water, ϕ is porosity, x is the along‐valley distance, and R is the net recharge. Assuming a
steady state balance between net recharge and the divergence of lateral groundwater ﬂow, the Boussinesq
equation becomes
h



∂h ∂zb
þ
¼c
∂x ∂x

(4)

where c is a constant (unit of length) that combines the inﬂuence of k, ρ, g, μ, ϕ, and R. The value of c was
varied to obtain a “family” of potential water tables corresponding to a range of recharge scenarios and aquifer characteristics. Equation (4) is identical to the equation for the shape of gravity ﬂows (e.g., alpine glaciers)
in the perfectly plastic limit. Equation (4) was solved using the “sandpile” algorithm that Palmer et al. (2008)
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originally developed for perfectly plastic ﬂows but that can also be used to
solve equation (4) for any application, including the shape of the water
table above a variable bedrock surface. In the sandpile algorithm, h at
each grid point is initially zero and is then incremented in small discrete
steps until the product of the height of the water table above bedrock
and the slope of the water table is equal to c. A value for h at the downstream boundary of the grid must be prescribed (here we assume zero).
For the purposes of this modeling exercise, we took the bedrock elevation
proﬁle to be a fBm with β = 1.8. We do not have DTB data of sufﬁcient
resolution to test this hypothesis, but data for DTB (Figure 6) demonstrate
that DTB in San Pedro River has multiscale variability and are nonstationary, that is, β > 1; hence, they are consistent with a fBm.
3.3. “Top‐Down” Control
In order to understand how self‐afﬁne fractal variability can develop in
alluvial channel longitudinal proﬁles, we developed a model for alluvial
channel proﬁle evolution based on the conservative slope‐dependent
transport of discrete units or “blocks” of sediment. This model is similar
to classic cellular automaton models that have been developed for other
geomorphologic systems, including the dune model of Werner (1995),
the braided river model of Murray and Paola (1994), and the bank retreat
model of Fonstad and Marcus (2003), just to name a few.
At each time step of the model (deﬁned as one storm), a pixel is chosen at
random as the location of a storm capable of transporting sediment. The
storm size, that is, the number of discrete sediment units that will be
transported from that location downstream during the time step, is drawn
from a zeta distribution (i.e., the integer version of a power law
distribution):
pðn ¼ M Þ ¼

1
M −a
ζ ðaÞ

(5)

where ζ(a) is the Zeta function. We use a Zeta distribution to honor the
fact that large ﬂood discharges often have a power law distribution
(Malamud & Turcotte, 2006; Turcotte & Greene, 1993). The transport of
a unit of sediment along the channel is controlled by two parameters: a
slope‐dependent entrainment threshold (st) and slope‐dependent deposition threshold (sd). The units of slope are equal to the thickness of one
discrete unit of sediment (Δz) divided by one pixel length (Δx). If the
channel slope at the chosen site is greater than the entrainment threshold, that is,
sðx i Þ>st
Figure 9. The domains of exceedance of a fractional Brownian motion
(fBm) have a cumulative power law frequency size distribution. Domains
of exceedance are also referred to in different literatures as level crossing
sets, zero‐crossing sets, and the Telegraph approximation. (a) Illustration of
the concept of domains of exceedance. Domains in which the fBm is
above a threshold value (zthresh = 1.5 in this example) are shown near the
top of the plot. The distributions in (c) quantify the range of continuous
lengths where z is above zthresh. (b) Five example realizations of a fBm
with β = 1.8. (c) Plot of the frequency size distribution of 1,000 realizations
of a fBm with β = 1.8 for two values of zthresh: 2 and 2.5. Both distributions
−0.8
are consistent with f ∝l
.
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(6)

then a unit of sediment is moved downstream to the ﬁrst site where the
criterion for deposition is met, that is,
 
s x j <sd

(7)

where the subscript j is used to indicate that the site xj is downstream of xi.
This process is repeated until the total number of sediment units transported downstream is equal to n. If the initial site xi ceases to meet the
entrainment threshold and n units of sediment have not been moved,
the ﬁrst site downstream of xi that satisﬁes equation (6) is assigned to be
the new entrainment location. The initial condition for the model is a
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linear proﬁle with slope savg. The basic model rules are depicted in
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of erosion and deposition rules in the numerical model for alluvial channel evolution. The gray ﬁlled box indicates the
location of a storm site. The arrow begins at the pixel where sediment is
eroded and ends at the unﬁlled box where the sediment is deposited. (a)
Sediment is moved one site downstream, because the slope at the storm site
exceeds the erosion threshold slope, and the next site down is less than the
deposition threshold. (b) Erosion occurs at the ﬁrst site, but the next site
downstream exceeds the deposition threshold. Sediment is deposited two
sites downstream where deposition criterion is met. (c) The slope at the
storm site does not exceed the erosion threshold. The next site downstream
does, so the arrow indicates that sediment is removed from the second site
(rather than the storm site), and moves one site downstream of the
erosion site (where the slope is less than the deposition threshold).

To relate spatial variations in the alluvial channel evolution model into
spatial variations in surface water hydrology, we represent the groundwater table as a straight line parallel to the linear trend of the longitudinal proﬁle. This represents the situation where topography exerts only
a passive control on the water table by following the large‐scale relief
(as in low relief topography and arid valleys). Wet‐dry time series
w(x) are generated based on the alluvial channel model as follows.
The water table lies at some depth, sloping parallel to the elevation proﬁle. The water table depth, D(x), is the difference between z(x) and the
water table (i.e., D(x) = zd(x) up to a constant). To obtain w(x) for a
given proﬁle, a threshold depth (d) determines if location is wet. If
D(x) > d, then w(x)=1 and vice versa. The value of d is determined
by ﬁrst specifying a wet fraction, deﬁned as the number of wet cells
divided by the total number of cells. Then d is the depth that results
in a given wet fraction along the entire domain. For a given channel
proﬁle output by the model, d is varied to obtain multiple realizations
of w(x) yielding wet‐dry proﬁles with a range of total fraction wet similar to the range observed across the 10 years of wet‐dry data for the San
Pedro River.

4. Model Results
4.1. “Bottom‐up” Control

Figure 11. The bottom‐up model is implemented numerically based on the
Boussinesq equation for the water table in an unconﬁned aquifer. A bedrock
depth proﬁle shown in (a) is a fBm with β = 1.8 superposed upon a linear
trend. Solutions to the Boussinesq equation result in a family of water
table solutions, from which three water table proﬁles are shown in (a). In
(b), the smoothed gradient of depth to bedrock (DTB; corresponding to
Figure 11a) is shown in comparison to three depth to water table (DWT)
proﬁles (corresponding to Figure 11a). Panel (b) demonstrates the correlation between the gradient of DTB and DWT.
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Example output of the Boussinesq equation model for a ﬂow through
an unbounded aquifer above a hypothetical fBm bedrock surface with
β = 1.8 are presented in Figure 11. Figure 11a plots three variables:
channel bed elevation (z), bedrock elevation (zb), and the modeled
water table obtained by solving equation (4) for c = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2
m. For the purposes of this model exercise, the channel proﬁle is
assumed to be linear. This is a reasonable approximation in this context
given that the deviations from a linear proﬁle in San Pedro River are 2
orders of magnitude smaller (i.e., ~10 m) than deviations in bedrock elevation (~1 km). As such, spatial variations in DTB are dominated by
variations in bedrock elevation. The results of Figure 11 demonstrates
that the water table tends to approach the surface above reaches where
the bedrock is shallowing down‐valley, and tends to move away from
the surface where the bedrock is deepening down‐valley. Figure 11b
presents model predictions for the gradient of DTB and the DWT, both
with a moving‐average ﬁlter of 10 km applied to the model predictions
so that they can be compared with similarly smoothed versions of the
data. Figure 11b demonstrates that the model predicts a similar correlation between the large‐scale gradient of DTB and water table depth (i.e.,
r = 0.4–0.5, depending on the value of c) and observed in data (i.e., the
data exhibit an anticorrelation between the gradient of DTB and the
number of wet years, which together with the anticorrelation of the
number of wet years and DWT are consistent with a positive correlation
between DTB and DWT).
4.2. “Top‐Down” Control
The alluvial channel model behavior is qualitatively similar for a wide
range of values for sd and st provided that st < savg < sd. The results presented here correspond to L = 1,024, st = 10, savg = 50, and sd = 100. We
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chose this set of values because larger sd and st values require more time to
reach a dynamic steady state, while values that are sufﬁciently small result
in proﬁles with ﬂuctuations from a linear proﬁle that approach the
thickness of one unit of sediment. For the storm size distribution, we
chose ζ = 2.3, similar to values obtained by Turcotte and Greene (1993)
and Malamud and Turcotte (2006).
One typical example of the model output is shown in Figure 12a where the
detrended proﬁle is shown after 5 × 104 time steps. Figure 12b shows the
slope (black) and the slope smoothed using a 20‐pixel moving average ﬁlter (gray). The power spectrum of the detrended proﬁle (Figure 12a) is
shown in Figure 13a. A linear regression of the spectrum in Figure 13a
indicates the slope scales as ν−1.7. This value is consistent across all values
of storm exponents tested (2.3 to 2.7) and is not sensitive to speciﬁc choices
of threshold slopes. The power spectrum of elevation changes at a point in
space through time for the alluvial channel model is shown in Figure 13b
for a single model run. A linear‐regression of the power spectrum estimates that power scales with frequency approximately as f −1.4, while
the average across several model realizations is approximately f −1.5.
This result was not found to be sensitive to variations in threshold
slope parameters.

Figure 12. Example alluvial channel model output corresponding to one
model realization of a longitudinal channel proﬁle. (a) The detrended elevation proﬁle, and (b) the corresponding proﬁle gradient (black) and average proﬁle gradient using a 20‐point moving average (gray).

The model frequency and wave number spectra show the alluvial channel
model is characterized by fractal self‐afﬁne spatial and temporal variability. These are fundamental attributes resulting from the model dynamics
in combination with stochastic forcing (though not sensitively dependent
to the distribution parameters). The model elevation spectrum is consistent with the power spectrum of the detrended elevation proﬁle of the
San Pedro River (Figure 2c) at scales less than ~10 km. While we could
not explicitly compare the modeled bed elevation spectra to the San
Pedro River, these closely match the bed elevation spectra for other southwest alluvial channels (Figure 8).

4.3. Model Comparison to Wet‐Dry Data
The gray line in Figure 14 shows w(x) corresponding to a wet fraction of 0.7 (70% wet). The channel gradient
is smoothed by a 20‐point linear ﬁt and overlaid (black). Channel gradient correlates with w(x) (cf. Figure 7).
Where the channel gradient is high corresponds to dry reaches, and where the channel gradient is low corresponds to wet reaches. This illustrates a top‐down control of topography on the surface expression of
groundwater (as in Figure 4b).
The exceedance probability f(>l) of wet and dry lengths displayed in Figure 14 are shown in Figure 15. The
solid black circles correspond with the wet series w(x) and the gray circles correspond with the dry series
(1 − w(x)). The exceedance probabilities are power law for both wet and dry series, with exponents equal
to 0.81 and 0.77, respectively. The exponents are calculated based on the method of maximum likelihood
for estimating power laws in empirical data (Clauset et al., 2009).
The model produces a range of exponents with ensemble average close to m = 0.8 for both wet and dry
reaches (Figure S3). Year to year variation in modeled m is a function of the total fraction wet, and this is
also observed in the data (Figure S4). This suggests that variations in observed scaling exponents could result
from year to year differences in average groundwater inputs to aquifer system. This dynamic reﬂects the fractal nature of the model: a reach of arbitrary length does not dry out simultaneously, but instead can be
viewed as a progressive fractal fragmentation process whereby a reach differentiates into progressively smaller wet reaches.
The modeling results together suggest the fractal scaling of wet and dry reach length frequency statistics is a
direct manifestation of the fractal self‐afﬁne spatial variability in bedrock depth and channel elevation. This
can be understood through analogy to threshold domains of exceedance in a fraction Brownian motion
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(section 3.1). In this analogy, the exponent m of the power law cumulative
frequency size distribution (equation (2)) is directly related to the exponent β of the power law wave number power spectrum (equation (1)).
The nature of this relationship is discussed futher in section 5.4.

5. Discussion
Within the Basin and Range province that is home to many dryland U.S.
ﬂuvial systems, large‐scale (> ~10 km) longitudinal proﬁle variability is
partly the result of spatial variability in tectonic activity (i.e.,
uplift/subsidence rates and their spatial and temporal variability).
Dominant range‐bounding faults in the Basin and Range are generally
separated by distances of less than or equal to the dominant wavelength
of ~25–60 km (Fletcher & Hallet, 1983). Uplift or subsidence occurs on
many faults that are subsidiary to range‐bounding faults, and activity is
likely to be temporally complex, with clustering and/or anticlustering of
uplift events over a range of temporal scales. Sediment transport is driven
by groundwater discharge and episodic runoff events that can also be
highly variable in space and time. A fundamental question this work
addresses is as follows: What is the impact of the pulsed nature of tectonic
activity and sediment transport events on the multiscale spatial and temporal variability observed in alluvial channel longitudinal proﬁles and
depth‐to‐bedrock proﬁles, and what is the impact of such variability
on hydrology?
5.1. Comparison With Published Literature on San Pedro
River Hydrology
Our results complement published conceptual models for the hydrogeology of the San Pedro River. Previous studies have argued that the thinning of the aquifer down‐valley upstream of the Narrows forces
groundwater ﬂows toward the surface, leading to wetter surface conditions at that location (e.g., Cordova et al., 2013; Pool & Coes, 1999).
This paper places that conceptual model within a quantitative framework
via the Boussinesq model for the water table above a variable bedrock
surface. The model predicts an anticorrelation between the gradient of
DTB and wet surface conditions similar to that observed in data. Our
Figure 13. Spectral analysis of the scaling behavior in output from the
alluvial channel model. (a) Wave number power spectrum of the residual
work also complements the results of Baillie et al. (2007), who quantiﬁed
proﬁle. (b) Frequency power spectrum of bed elevation ﬂuctuations at a
the relative contributions of monsoon recharge and groundwater to surpoint space through. Spectra shown were estimated by averaging across 10
face ﬂow. These authors found that ﬂows in wetter reaches are domirealizations of the channel proﬁle.
nated by old groundwater transported long distances from regional
highlands, while drier reaches are dominated by inﬁltration associated
with recent precipitation events. This paper demonstrates the bottom‐up (i.e., hydrogeologic) and top‐down
(i.e., geomorphic) processes that control the spatial distribution of dominant hydrologic source types documented by Baillie et al. (2007).
5.2. Comparison to Alterative Models of Dryland Rivers
The results of this paper provide a useful counterpoint to studies that view dryland river systems as simple
(e.g., Singer and Michaelides, 2014). The longitudinal proﬁle of the San Pedro River certainly has a ﬁrst‐
order linear trend, one that likely reﬂects the river's evolution to an approximately graded system in which
sediment supply and transport are in balance over time scales of ~106 years. However, the residual proﬁle of
the San Pedro River has signiﬁcant complexity, likely inﬂuenced by both spatial variations in DTB and the
episodicity of sediment transport. Our model does not explicitly include cycles of arroyo cutting and ﬁlling.
Including the arroyo cycles that have been documented along the San Pedro River and other dryland systems
of the southwestern United States would add additional richness to the already complex nature of the San
Pedro River and similar dryland alluvial river systems.
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5.3. Power Law Distribution of Wet and Dry Reach Lengths

Figure 14. Example output from the alluvial channel model showing a wet‐
dry record (taking values of 1 (wet) and 0 (dry)) depicted as the gray line. The
smoothed channel slope is overlaid in black.

Identiﬁcation of power laws in empirical data sets has been the subject of
debate for several decades (e.g., White et al., 2008). Several methods commonly used to quantify power law distributions such as Hill's estimator
(Hill, 1975), or a linear regression of log‐transformed distributions, are
in most cases outperformed by more sophisticated statistical procedures
such as maximum likelihood‐based methods (Bauke, 2007). An additional
issue is whether the power law model provides the best ﬁt in comparison
to other heavy‐tailed distributions, for which a range of model comparison methods exist (Clauset et al., 2009). A subset of these statistical methods have been applied to the wet and dry reach length distributions
(Figure 3) to test the validity of a power law ﬁt to wet and dry reach length
distributions (section 2.1 and Table 1). The individual sample sizes for any
given year is unfortunately too small. The model comparison tests are in
most cases inconclusive, aside from the exponential distribution, which
provides a conclusively inferior ﬁt to the power law.

In complex systems, power law distributions are diagnostic and should be taken as proxies for more interesting underlying system dynamics (e.g., long‐range spatial or temporal correlations). The San Pedro River
meets the deﬁnition of a complex system (Werner, 1999) because it is dissipative, open, driven by nonlinearities in the form of transport thresholds, and is subject to highly episodic multiscale environmental forcing.
In our study, we have provided evidence of self‐afﬁne scaling in channel elevation as a function of space
(Figure 2c) for the San Pedro River, and in the channel elevation ﬂuctuations at a point in space as a function
time for Southwestern United States arid streams generally (Figure 8). Figure S5a shows the wave number
power spectrum of wet‐dry signals as a function of longitudinal position along the channel, where a wet
reach has a value of 1 and dry reach has a value of 0. The power‐spectrum is self‐afﬁne where power scales
proportional to ν−1.23. In Figure S5b, the same analysis was performed on artiﬁcially generated domains of
exceedance (see Figure 9a). For a direct comparison to the wave number
spectrum of San Pedro river data and modeling results, we chose the fractional Brownian motion to have a spectral exponent of 1.8. The power
spectrum of artiﬁcial domains of exceedance scales as ν−1.27. These results
suggest that the heavy‐tailed and potentially power law scaling of the wet
and dry reach length distribution is directly attributable to the self‐afﬁnity
present in the bedrock depth and channel elevation data.
5.4. Scaling of the Stochastic Models

Figure 15. Exceedance probability distributions output from the modeled
wet‐dry record of the alluvial channel model shown in Figure 14 (gray
line). Solid black circles correspond to wet reaches, with exponent of −0.81.
Solid gray circles are the exceedance probability from the corresponding dry
series, with an exponent ‐0.77. The fraction wet in this example is 0.7.
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The alluvial channel model is a discrete stochastic diffusion model. There
are many variations of discrete stochastic models, commonly referred to
as surface growth models. One signiﬁcant focus of surface growth models
is on determining whether or not a particular model, or class of models,
have a corresponding stochastic partial differential equation. For example, the “random deposition with surface relaxation” process (Family,
1986) is known to map on to a linear diffusion equation with additive
noise (Barabasi & Stanley, 1995). A continuum version of the alluvial
channel model is not known; however, the model rules bear a functional
resemblance to the sandpile model developed by Bak et al. (1987) and the
Kardar‐Parisi‐Zhang (KPZ) equation (Kardar et al., 1986). In the sandpile
model, grains are added randomly to a sloping surface, such that the
entire interface is driven to an unstable critical point permitting spontaneous avalanches (or ﬂuxes of sediment) with a power law distribution
of avalanche sizes. Our model does not permit avalanches. However, with
a power law ﬂood distribution driving changes in the proﬁle, the alluvial
channel model takes on a qualitatively similar character to the sandpile
model. The KPZ equation has been studied in relation to sandpiles, and
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under a variety of conditions it appears to be a continuum analog of sandpiles (Mehta et al., 1996). As will be
discussed, these two models can provide insight into the modeling results we have presented.
A wide variety of surface growth models collapse into a subset of groups, or universality classes, which differ
only in the behavior of a small set of scaling parameters. A full analysis of the alluvial channel model scaling
properties is beyond the scope of this paper, but warrants some preliminary discussion. The interface width,
deﬁned as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 L
W ðL; t Þ ¼
∑ ½zði; t Þ−zðt Þ2
(8)
L i¼1
characterizes the temporal evolution of an interface with surface growth. The KPZ equation which has been
linked to erosional topography (Pelletier, 2007; Sornette & Zhang, 1993), has two scaling regimes; in the ﬁrst
regime interface width scales as W(L,t) ~ tb where the growth exponent is b = 1/3, while in the second regime
the interface width saturates (b→0 as t→∞). Amar and Family (1990) showed the Hausdorf (fractal) dimension of the KPZ equation is H = 0.4. The spectral scaling exponent β and H are related as β = 2H + 1 (Turcotte
& Schubert, 2002), and the KPZ in two dimensions has a wave number spectral scaling exponent of β = 1.8.
For a fGn with power spectral exponent β, level crossing sets (i.e., intersection lengths of a signal about a constant line) have been shown to have power law frequency size distributions where the distribution of segments of length s is f(>s) ~ s−(1−H/2) (Kondev & Henley, 1995). In terms of β, the distribution would be
the f(>s) ~ s(β−5)/4. A fGn with β = 1.8 corresponds to f(>s) ~ s−0.8 (Pelletier & Turcotte, 1997; Pelletier &
Turcotte, 1999; Pelletier, 1999), which is very near to the empirical values of m = 0.75 and 0.78 (Figure 3).
In the alluvial channel model, we ﬁnd the interface width scaling is multiafﬁne such that there are at least
two growth exponents; ﬁrst b1 ≈ 1/2, followed by a second regime where b2 ≈ 1/3, then ﬁnally followed by
crossover to a saturation regime (i.e., b = 0). This multiafﬁnity arises from the prescribed power law forcing
in the stochastic sediment ﬂux (Barabasi & Stanley, 1995). We hypothesize that the existence of the sequence
of b2 ≈ 1/3 followed by saturation of widths, and the robust wave number spectral scaling of modeled residual elevation proﬁles (P(k) ~ k−1.8) suggests that the alluvial channel model is in the KPZ universality class.
Power laws are usually associated with a single‐scale invariant process or mechanism acting across all scales.
However, this is not always the case. For example, shoreface erosion is an apparent continuous power law
across a broad range of time scales but with well‐known and identiﬁable processes acting separately across
different scales (Lazarus et al., 2011). Similarly, our work shows that the apparently continuous power law
frequency size distribution of wet and dry reach lengths are the result of two mechanisms operating over different length scales, where both controls can be associated with similar mechanisms that generate
spatial invariance.
5.5. Ecological Applications
A mechanistic understanding and accurate characterization of landscape processes that give rise to fractal
spatial distributions is necessary to determine whether the dynamics of biological and ecological systems
embedded in fractal domains are the result of inherited properties (e.g., a forced response to a fractal landscape) or internal ecological processes that give rise to fractal behavior (e.g., ecological chaos). In arid and
semiarid ﬂuvial systems, riparian forests function as ecological keystones (Stromberg et al., 2013) and support high levels of biodiversity (Katz et al., 2012). The spatial distribution of gaps in habitat space and
resource availability determines ecological connectivity and therefore many ecosystem metrics, for example,
biodiversity (With & King, 1999). Ecological and hydrological connectivity vary as a function of the fractal
dimension (Cushman et al., 2012). The neutral landscape modeling paradigm (Gardner et al., 1987) is one
approach to quantify the dependence of ecological processes on structural properties of landscapes. In the
San Pedro River, the structural property would be the fractal frequency size distribution of both wet reaches
(quantifying habitat size distribution) and dry reaches (quantifying habitat connectivity). While the time
evolution of wet and dry reach length is not explicitly resolved in our model, the results suggest a reach of
arbitrary length does not dry out simultaneously, but instead can be viewed as a progressive fragmentation
process whereby a reach length differentiates into progressively smaller wet reaches. This progressive fragmentation would mean that as a river dries out in time the habitat patches for species dependent on perennial conditions would become progressively smaller as well. Such fragmentation could lead to less resilience
of these biological populations (Datry et al., 2017). Since the fractal dimension m is measured with respect to
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the driest month of the year, m quantiﬁes the maximum degree of year to year reach fragmentation due to
drying. This provides a useful ground truth for numerical models of dryland riparian ecosystems. While our
study approaches the scale‐dependent controls of wet and dry reach length through analysis of two separate
models, the basic elements of both models could readily be incorporated into a single framework to explore
the coupling of ecological processes and multiscale hydrologic and geomorphic variability.
5.6. Potential Broader Implications
The results of this paper have potentially important implications for understanding spatiotemporal complexity in aspects of alluvial channels not considered here. For example, the residence time distributions
for water have been observed to be fractal, a fact that has been argued to be the results of surface‐water‐
groundwater interactions inﬂuenced by channel and or network morphology (e.g., Cardenas, 2008;
McGuire et al., 2005). Fractal variations in stream water chemistry have also been observed to be fractal
(e.g., Kirchner & Neal, 2013). The work of this paper extends our knowledge of the fractal properties of
these hydrologic aspects of alluvial systems to aspects of the channel bed topography that may, given the
tight coupling between geomorphology and hydrology documented here for the San Pedro River, help
explain fractal aspects of hydrology that have attracted the interest of many in the hydrologic
research community.

6. Conclusions
This study considered the multiscale spatial and temporal hydrologic and geomorphic variability San Pedro
River in southeastern Arizona. This was motivated by the observed power law frequency size distribution of
wet and dry reaches of the San Pedro River. We showed how the observed distribution of wet and dry reaches
is consistent with self‐afﬁne fractal variations of the DTB and the channel longitudinal proﬁle. At large spatial scales, spatial variations in DTB change the accommodation space for groundwater, driving spatial variations in surface water discharge. At small spatial scales, the longitudinal proﬁle controls spatial variations
in surface water discharge by changing the distance between the channel bed and the water table.
Topography is typically assumed to control the shape of the water table, except in arid and semiarid environments. The top down model shows that for arid environments where topography does not control the
water table proﬁle, a close relationship between topography and the water table still exists resulting in rich
fractal behavior reminiscent of results for topographically controlled water tables (Wörman et al., 2007).
More broadly, this work highlights how tight coupling possible between hydrologic and geomorphic processes of dryland alluvial rivers can result in complex spatiotemporal behavior.
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